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About Bridmet.

We are Bridmet, a UK sub-contract 

manufacturer of metal components and 

assemblies.

We have extensive experience serving industries including medical, 

aerospace, recycling, renewable energy, architectural, military and 

communications.

Unlike many manufacturing companies, Bridmet have a very strong design 

and engineering base driving the front of the business. This coupled with 

a comprehensive range of facilities allow us to offer a turn key service. 

At Bridmet we offer a complete metal design and installation service 

which includes, sheet metalwork, machined components, fabrication and 

finishing.

If you have a project that you feel we could help with, we would be 

delighted to hear from you.

Our mission is to successfully combine the 
traditions of value, service and workmanship 
with innovation to meet the ultimate need of the 
customer.

“We aim to build successful working 
partnerships with our clients and offer long 
term support to their activities.”

Continuous investment programme.
Looking forwards to the future we will continue to invest in the very best technology and 

facilities. This enables us not only to offer new services, but also bring more processes in 

house and under our own control ensuring lead times and quality goals are met. This allows 

us to deliver greater value to all our customers on an ongoing basis.

Quality is embedded in everything we do.
We are a process driven company. From the route cards, through to bills of materials, shop 

floor data capture, quality plans, production schedules, through the adoption of the quality 

management system and procedures required by ISO 9001: 2015. This, driven by a passion 

for excellence, gives us the tools to perform in the most challenging of industries.

The reason behind our success . 
Bridmet have grown year on year for over a decade, from a standing start in 2005, we are 

proud to employ some of the most talented and committed engineers and technicians 

within the engineering sector. Utilizing third party training to promote good practices, as well 

as running an apprentice programme in conjunction with local colleges, ensures we have a 

strong pipeline of talent feeding into the business at grass roots level.

Pushing our systems forward. 
We are also heavily invested in software and control systems to monitor and schedule our 

activities. With a large proportion of our production CNC driven, we are always striving to 

improve the methods by which we interpret and translate your designs. This ensures we 

produce high tolerance parts, correct to drawing, on time – first time. 
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Design & Planning.

There are many ways to

design a part, it’s these

decisions that will 

ultimately lead to the 

overall quality and 

performance of the 

product. 

It all starts here.
The ability to manufacture fundamentally relies on the quality of the design 

and planning that follows.  Bridmet have a strong, experienced design and 

engineering base able to create and deliver comprehensive solutions to 

achieve the highest standard of results.

LOOKING FORWARD

We are continually exploring new methods and software to ensure we 

are working with the most modern systems available, producing the best 

information in the most efficient way possible. Using in house developers we 

are custom building solutions to ensure our management and production 

techniques are industry leading.

Design.

We have chosen SolidWorks as our design software 

partner with 6 seats of the latest premium package.  We 

can either work from your resolved designs, whether 

in native or foreign, 3D or 2D file formats or simply 

from a written sketch or brief.  Our experienced design 

team can work from sheet metal, extruded or surface 

modelled beginnings through to large scale fabricated 

and electro-mechanical assemblies.

Using a virtual, on-site vault we store all design data 

securely with strict revision control to maintain a design 

development history in tandem with your own revision 

management.

Post processing.

We believe that the post-processing of a part is just as 

important as the initial design. With that being said we 

have spent years developing both the correct range of 

software and the back end data for creating programmes 

for our various CNC machines. 

Whether it be developing accurately flattened blanks 

and press brake programmes for folded sheet metal 

parts or G code for the CNC machining centres, we have 

developed tried and tested methods to take parts from 

concept to highly accurate parts, first time.  

Factory Management.

Factory management is at the heart of what we do and 

an area we are continually improving. 

With a robust, industry leading software at its 

core, our software manages the entire production 

environment from estimate to invoice. This is 

supplemented by additional modules and custom 

built solutions such as shop floor data capture, stock 

control and production scheduling.

This enables us to get live data back from production 

regarding part progress and stock information. 
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Sheet Metal.

Always investing in the

latest equipment and 

methods to produce

high quality and 

accurate parts.

Modern & Well Equipped.
Our sheet metal department is where most of our fabrications start their life. 

Our modern well equipped facility is capable of producing a very dynamic 

spectrum of parts. Whether they be intricate, high tolerance components 

or large, thick gauge pieces that form parts of large fabrications, we’ve got 

it covered.  

SHEET STOCK

We carry a comprehensive range of materials in our sheet stock in a vast 

array of thicknesses. We carry aluminium in  the typical 1050, 5251, 6082 

grades as well as aerospace grades. Stainless steel in both 304 and 316 

including grained and bright annealed. Mild steel is also kept in thicknesses 

from 0.5mm to  25mm, including pre-galvanised and zintec up to 3mm.

Surface Preparation.

To achieve an aesthetically pleasing and safe to the 

touch edge we use a Timesavers 4200 rotary brush. This 

removes any burrs or dross left behind from laser cutting, 

and provides rounded edges along with a consistent 

surface finish.  

This coupled with our Timesavers 2200 linisher gives 

us the ability to grain material after cutting apposed to 

buying in pre-grained sheet. This and the library of belts 

we carry, gives larger control and flexibility on grit levels 

we can apply to parts up to 900mm wide. 

Laser Cutting.

A 4.4kw Bystronic BySprint Pro is the workhouse of the 

range with industry leading cutting speeds across a 

huge range of materials and thicknesses.

To get the most out of this significant investment, the 

laser is fed automatically by the ByTrans Extended. 

With the capacity to carry two 3 tonne pallets, the 

laser can be loaded and unloaded unmanned, 

allowing lights out production.

Cutting capacity of 20mm in mild steel and 10mm in 

aluminium and stainless steel. 

Punching.

To compliment the laser and add additional capacity we 

added an Amada AC2510 20 tonne punching machine.

With a capacity of 2500x1250x6mm without a 

reposition. The machine features vacuum die to aid 

slug removal and four auto index stations. In addition 

we ordered an Amada Togu tool grinder to ensure 

that all products remain burr free and safe to handle.

This machine has integrated well into the department 

and the relevant software packages offering a more cost 

affective alternative for less complex parts.
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Folding.

As you will see from our plant list, we have a well 

equipped folding department with a large tool library 

and the capability to fold up to 4m of 6mm mild steel.

Our latest investment is an Amada HD-ATC. This 

machine increases productivity and throughput by 

reducing set up times. Smaller batch sizes cause more 

time lost due to an ever increasing number of machine 

set ups. The ATC allows fast efficient set up through 

automated programming and automated tool changes. 

Equipped with over £100k in tooling it is able to auto 

tool for material thicknesses up to 5mm thick, and with a 

maximum bend length of 3mtrs.

Inserts.

The plethora of press studs, hank bushes and clinch 

nuts are dealt with by our two Haeger 824’s. With a 4 

station rotating base these can be vacuum fed and pre-

programmed for multiple inserts to be fitted efficiently.

We can also fit copper and stainless steel weld studs as 

well as nutserts in a vast range of standard sizes.

We carry over a million sheet metal inserts in stock from 

M2 to M12 in multiple materials and grades.

£3m investment 
programme.

NEW PUNCH ADDED TO INCREASE PROFILING CAPACITY.

To increase our profiling capacity we added an Amada 20 tonne CNC 

punch along with a Togu tool grinder.

FOLDING DEPARTMENT EXPANDED.

A large push to increase folding capacity has seen 4 press brakes become 

8, all machines are networked allowing offline programming.

SURFACE PREPARATION PLANT UPDATES.

Over the course of 2016 and 2017 we updated our surface preparation 

machines with the introduction of a Timesavers rotary brush and linisher.

2014-2015
Additional profiling machines added to sheet 

metal department

2016-2017
Additional surface preparation machines 

added to sheet metal department

2015-2016
Additional folding machines added to sheet 

metal department



Assembly.

We have a 9000ft2 dedicated assembly unit with high 

ceilings, various pieces of lifting equipment a and huge 

array of hand and compressed air tools.

We have decades of assembly experience, from 

smaller units such as vending and gaming machines 

to 12m long water tight research equipment and 

entire glass recycling plants.

We are also heavily involved in the acoustic industry, 

producing acoustic louvres, panels, doors and full 

acoustic enclosures. We can also supply the support 

steelwork post and purlin rails.
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Fabrication.

Fabrication experience 

in industries such as    

recycling, research 

medical, acoustic and  

many more. 

From Concept to Completion.
Bridmet have a rich and diverse history in fabrication. We can utilise our 

extensive range of equipment, skill sets and supporting manufacturing 

facilities to assist in an endless array of projects. Whether they be smaller 

welded fabrications or an entire purpose built machine, we have the 

solution. 

Our highly skilled team can assist you from design through to final assembly, 

installation and testing. We have worked on prestigious projects all over the 

world including China, the U.S. and Australia.
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Light Fabrication.

Light fabrication is where Bridmet all began, we have 

evolved from custom railings and staircases for local 

companies to be a supplier of welded assemblies for the 

military, medical and semi-conductor sectors.

With 10 welding bays and a host of fabrication machinery 

including spot welders, radial and pillar drills, plasma 

torches and band saws. This coupled with our highly 

skilled and experienced employees ensured we are able 

to provide fabricated solutions to meet your needs.

Heavy Fabrication.

Bridmet has developed a wealth of experience in large 

fabrications.

From glass recycling machines, carbon fibre forming 

machines for aircraft wing spars, to outdoor housings 

for electrical inverters and structural steel work for 

access platforms. 

With 7tonne forklift capacity and a 5tonne overhead 

gantry we can handle some seriously large fabrications 

and assemblies. 
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Machining.

All of our machines are

backed up by industry  

leading CAD/CAM 

software allowing 

programming directly 

from 3D models.

Turnkey Solution.
At Bridmet we believe the best way to control processes is to keep them in 

house.  As a major step towards making Bridmet a one stop shop we have 

invested heavily in this new department with state of the art machining 

centres. This supported by a modern well equipped inspection department 

allows Bridmet to offer high quality, precision machined components either 

as part of fabrications or directly to our customers.

FINISHING

Finishing often comes hand in hand with machined components. In house 

we can offer shot and bead blasting, wet paint and powder coating and to 

compliment this we have established a trusted chain of sub-contractors 

providing a large range of surface finishes including anodizing and alucrom.
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Turning.

Turning is taken care of by a Doosan 220 Lynx LSY 5 Axis 

CNC lathe.  This machine has an 8” chuck with 65mm 

bar capacity, is fitted with both part and swarf conveyors 

and also has driven tooling and a twin chuck.

This has been coupled with a 3 metre, 60mm capacity 

multi-feed automatic bar feeder. This allows lights out 

production to reduce manufacture time and costs and 

also increase capacity .

Introduced in January of 2015 we have built a large 

library of tooling to offer a wide range of part features.

Milling.

Vertical milling is taken care of by two state of the art 

CNC mills, both Doosan again. A 2016 DNM750L and a 

2017 DNM6700.

The DNM750L, the larger of the 2 machines has 

a table size of 2160x762mm  with the DNM6700 

having a slightly smaller table at 1500x670mm, both 

machines have a 30 station tool changer. 

Both machines had an additional 4th axis capability 

added along with swarf conveyors and Renishaw 

probes. 
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Finishing.

Over 5,000kg of 

powder in stock and  

250+ variations of 

colour, gloss and 

textures on the shelf.

A Wealth of Experience.
At Bridmet we have a wealth of experience in paint application. With 

extensive facilities in both powder and wet, our products can be found in the 

most demanding of environments from the deepest ocean to the remotest 

island . 

POWDER STOCK

We carry a vast variety of powders in stock with over 250 variations of RAL 

and BS colors in varying gloss levels and textures. With over 5,000kg on the 

shelf we have most specifications in stock and our trusted supply chain can 

deliver anything we don’t have within 24hrs.
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Powder Coating.

We have a large format conveyorized paint line with a 

4000mm capacity and a 2000x1200mm opening. The 

powder is applied using automatic reciprocators for high 

quality, consistent film thicknesses. For the harder to 

reach areas we have manual touching in windows and 

application guns, all equipment is supplied by market 

leaders, Gema & Wagner.  

For larger products we have an off-line booth measuring 

5500mm in length with a 2200x2300mm opening. This 

is fed by a custom built, overhead conveyor system for 

heavy fabrications. 

Shot blasting.

We can offer a wide variety of ferrous and non-ferrous 

shot blasting in house with both aluminium oxide and 

chilled iron blasting.

For pre-treatment of large products we have 

two booths, an aluminium oxide blasting booth, 

10,000x4500x3000mm high and the same again for 

chilled iron blasting.

For detailed finishing we have a Guyson blast cabinet, 

stocked with several medias for a variety of surface 

finishes, confirmed by in house surface roughness 

measuring.

Wet Paint.

A dedicated unit specializing in providing coating 

services to predominantly NORSOK standards with 

NACE level 3 certification. The in house capacity to draft 

our own paint procedure and select the appropriate 

paint system ensure a coating that will stand up to 

rigourous inspection.

We have two spray bake wet paint ovens, one 8000 x 

3000 x 3000mm and the other 10000 x 4500 x 3000mm 

plus two wet back spray booths.
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Do you have a major project that you need manufacturing? 

We can help.

From design through to assembly and factory acceptance testing.

See this machine being 

built and tested
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Over the last 10 years we have developed a quality management system 

throughout the business. Using the ISO9001 framework, paired with a 

strong quality management team and departmental supervisors quality is 

embedded within everything we do.  

All of our manufacturing instructions are colour coded to ensure the 

appropriate level of quality and inspection is enforced. Using this and 

methods such as first off inspection, peer checking, go/no-go gauges we 

continually monitor our production. All of our staff are trained to constantly 

use visual indicators to monitor the quality of what they are producing.

For any raw materials or sub-contract processes we use a fully audited 

supply chain. All of our raw material can be supplied with certificate of 

conformity and traced to source. Our internal business management 

software maintains these records, linking them from purchase order to 

contract to each individual part ensuring full batch traceability. All of this 

information  plus our manufacturing records are digitally maintained.

We are constantly training our operators to national standards including 

coded welding to ensure they are qualified and competent in their field.

Our inspection department can produce certificates of conformity, process 

records and first article inspection reports (FAIR’s) upon request which can 

be tailored to your requirement.

Quality. Inspection.

FARO ARM

Within our arsenal is a fully certified and calibrated, 7 axis, 

12ft, Faro Arm. This machine, accurate to within .051mm 

can be used on large assemblies due to its reposition 

capability. 

Its features include CAD-to-part comparison, geometry 

checks, reverse engineering, surface inspection, 3D 

modelling and alignment checks.

HEIGHT GAUGE

For smaller parts we invested in a V4, 700mm Trimos height 

gauge, this is very adaptable and fast to use whilst still being 

accurate to 7 micrometers.

It is equipped with a second probe holder as well as an air 

cushion for easy displacement on the measuring table, a 

1200x900mm Grade A Granite surface table.

Here at Bridmet we pride ourselves on 

our UKAS traceable quality system that 

conforms to ISO9001:2015. We use the BSI 

as our auditing authority to provide first in 

class bench marking among providers. 

A well equipped inspection department with devices accurate to 7 

micrometers including a 12ft Faro Arm and a Trimos height gauge, this 

is paired with inspectors with over 50 years of experience
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Other Services.

Always adapting our

services &  equipment

to offer a complete 

turn key solution.

Adapt and Overcome.
We understand that you want to reduce the amount of steps you need 

to take to arrive at a complete packaged product. We are always looking 

at ways we can offer this turnkey solution, continually adding additional 

services to suit our customers requirements. We can offer several additional 

in house services including part marking, kitting, precision cleaning, custom 

packaging and electromechanical assembly.

SUB-CONTRACT

For services we don’t currently have in house, such as plating, anodizing 

and screen printing we have developed a broad and trusted sub-contract 

supply chain. 
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Laser Engraving.

One of our latest additions is a brand new laser engraving 

machine, a Gravograph LS1000XP.

This boasts a 1200x610mm bed with 300mm vertical 

capacity and a 4m/sec work speed. Using a 60W CO2 

laser we are able to offer engraving on a variety of metals 

and plastics with multiple finishes.

Coupled with state of the art software we can mass 

produce identification labels, print barcodes, symbols 

and pictures as well as print onto 3D products.

Part Marking.

Within our final assembly and packing department we 

have included a dot matrix ink jet printer.

This is fitted to a custom built sliding table fitted with 

an encoder to unsure accurate repeatability and ease 

of use. 

This machine can print in a vast number of combinations 

of font width, weight and height and also include 

barcodes, graphics and serialized numbers. Our ink is 

aviation rated to withstand pretty much anything you 

can throw at it.

Ultrasonic Cleaning

For customers who require precision cleaned 

parts we have an IND265D ultrasonic cleaner. This 

machine provides an aqueous, deep clean with a 

750x550x640mm tank.

Situated in a stand-alone clean room, using this and 

other cleaning methods we can supply contaminant 

free, heat sealed components to the semi-conductor 

industry.

As part of the cleaning preparation we can electropolish 

in house. The electrolytic cleaning machine removes 

discoloration and dirt left behind from welding, resulting 

in a clean and polished joint on both MIG & TIG welds.



Packing.

At Bridmet we understand the importance of packaging 

and labelling. 

We either supply KANBAN, line side or direct to 

stores against schedule, call off or traditional forecast 

purchase orders.

We therefore take great care in this area. We have 

dedicated staff and resources so that we can 

accommodate any packing or labelling requirements 

you may have.
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Electro-Mechanical

We can deliver on mechanical, pneumatic and electrical 

integration, whether its a simple case of fitting a free 

issue switch or supply of a complete electrical control 

system we are always keen to work with our customers 

to ensure we are giving them a complete solution.

In addition, our solutions are enhanced through 

Bridmets global supply chain and support services.

Check out this video of an assembled plant                              

here at Bridmet. 

Kitting.

As part of our final cleaning and packing process we can 

also offer a kitting service. We can either supply custom 

built containers made from plastic, correx, cut foam, 

cardboard or timber, or use free issue containers.

Situated in our clean packing department, parts can be 

heat shrunk to be kept clean and stored in a bin system. 

To support this service we have coupled it with a custom 

built, barcode supported, software package.

Plant List.

Technology/Software.

6 x Solidworks CAD Software Premium Dassault Systems 2017

1 x Sheetworks unfold Amada 2017

1 x Autocad 2D LT Autodesk 2017

1 x Edgecam Vero Software 2017

22 x e2i manufacturing Including Stock Control Vero Software 2017

5 x Shop floor data capture Vero Software 2017

4 x Bysoft 6 Bystronic 2014

3 x SageLine 50 Sage 2014

1 x Dr. Abe Amada 2017

1 x Bendcam Amada 2017

1 x Production Designer Amada 2017
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Machining.

Doosan Lynx 220-LYSC Turning Centre Barfeed 65mm 2015

Doosan DNM 750L Vertical Mill 4 Axis 2160x762x650mm 2015

Doosan DNM 6700 Vertical Mill 4 Axis 1300x670x625mm 2017

Colchester Triumph 2000 Lathe Manual

Ajax Milling Machine Manual
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Finishing.

Minden Tunnel Oven Gas Recirc 4000x2000x1000mm 2002

Minden Online Spray Booth 6000mm 2002

4 x Gema Reciprocating powder guns Optiflex 2010

3 x Wagner Powder coating machine 2016

3 x Gema Powder Hand Gun Optiflex 2016

Powder coating Box Cure Oven Gas Recirc 5000x2200x2200mm 1992

Powder coating filter booth 6000mm 2008

Todds Spray/Bake Wet Paint oven Spartan 8000x3000x3000mm 2013

Todds Spray/Bake Wet Paint oven Spartan 10000x4500x3500mm 2013

3 x Devilbliss Spray Gun Advanced pressure pot 2014

Shot blasting booth Aluminium Oxide 4000x2000x2000mm 2013

Shot blasting booth Chilled Iron 10000x4500x3500mm 2013

Guyson Blast Cabinet Euroblast 8 1050x880x1825mm 2016

Miscellaneous.

GravoGraph LS1000XP CO2 Laser Engraver 60w 1220x610mm 2017

Citronix Dot Matrix Printer ci3200 2015

Ultrawave Ultrasonic Cleaner IND265D 900x700x815mm 2015

Sheet Metal.

Bystronic 4.4kw Laser BySprint Pro 3000x1500x25mm 2012

Bystronic Automation Bytrans Loader 3000x1500x20mm 2012

Amada CNC Punch. AC2510 NT 2500x1250x6mm 2009

Amada CNC Guillotine. GS840 4000x8mm 2012

Timesavers De-Burring Centre. 4200 Series 1300mm 2015

Timesavers Linisher. 2200 Series 900mm 2017

Amada CNC Press Brake with auto toll changer HD ATC 3000mm (7 Axis) 2015

Amada CNC Press Brake HFE 170-4 4000mm (4 Axis) 2012

Amada CNC Press Brake HFP 100-3L 3000mm (7 Axis) 2007

Amada CNC Press Brake HFP 80-25 2500mm (7 Axis) 2008

Amada CNC Press Brake HFP 80-25 2500mm (7 Axis) 2005

Amada CNC Press Brake HFP 50-20 2000mm (7 Axis) 2005

Promecam CNC Press Brake RG25-12 1250mm 1980’s

Promecam CNC Press Brake RG25-12 1250mm 1980’s

Haeger 824  4e Insertion machine Windows Touch M12 Autofeed 2015

Haeger 824  4e Insertion machine Windows Touch M12 2010

Material Handling.

Citreon Panel Van 1670mm bed 2016

Ford Curtainslider Transit 4000mm bed 2012

Ford Curtainsided Transit 3800mm bed 2000

BT Rolatruc Forklift 1.6 tonne 1992

Hyster Pallet Stacker 1 tonne 2006

Hyster Electric Forklift 1.5 tonne 1999

Hyster Forklift 2 tonne 2015

Hyster Forklift 3 tonne 2006

Hyster Forklift 7 tonne 2008

Inspection.

Faro 7 Axis Inspection Arm Quantum 3600mm range 2014

Trimos Manual Height Gauge V4 700mm 2015

Mitutoyo Sj-210 0.4 CLA 2015

Grade 1 Granite Surface Table Bowers 1800x900mm 2015

Fabrication.

14 x MIG Plants 180-500amp

3 x AC/DC TIG Plants 180-400amp

7 x DC TIG Plants 150-250amp

4 x 360° Twin spot welders PW

Lincoln Electric Tomahawk Inverter Plasma 25mm mild steel

Emmergi Twin Head CNC Saw Orion

Roscamat Tapping Arm Tiger Pantograph

2 x Band Saw 450mm diameter 2008

2 x Chop Saw 350mm diameter 2001

2 x Studwelding Capacity Discharge M8

Geka hydracrop 70 tonne 2004

RPA NC Tube bender 48mm diameter 2013

2 x Edwards Rollers 2” & 6” diameter at 4ft

RCA Vertical Bandfacer 4” width 2005
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